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Strong fuel efficiency and global warming
emissions standards for new passenger
vehicles save consumers money at the
gas pump and cut America’s oil use and
pollution. The nation’s federal fuel efficiency
standards, which Americans widely support,
are set to nearly double the fuel economy
of new cars and light trucks by 2025.
Maintaining the standards and reaching
this goal would benefit all Americans. It
would especially help low- to middle-

Today’s federal fuel efficiency and global warming pollution standards save money
for all income groups in America (Greene and Welch 2017). The savings from
driving a car that requires less fuel also mean more for low- to middle-income
Americans than for other households. Low- and middle-income households spend
a larger share of their income on transportation compared with higher earners, so
any money saved on fuel has added impact on their budgets (see the box, p. 2).
Because the benefits reach everyone, Americans across demographic, economic, and political lines strongly support the fuel efficiency standards that were
finalized under the Obama administration (CFA 2016). But despite the benefits
and broad support, auto industry lobbying has helped convince President Trump
and his administration to reexamine these standards. This places at risk the
nation’s goal of nearly doubling the average fuel efficiency of new cars and light
trucks by 2025.

income households, which historically
have benefitted the most from improved
fuel efficiency. And strong standards will
help the nation be a leader in the global
race to produce the clean and equitable
transportation systems of tomorrow.

Fuel Efficiency Saves Drivers Money
According to a detailed analysis of Consumer Expenditure Surveys, improvements
in fuel efficiency saved low- to middle-income households up to an average of
2 percent of their income from 1980 to 2014. The nation’s highest earners saved as
well, although at a lower level: about an average of 0.5 percent of income across
the years of the study (see the figure, p. 3) (Greene and Welch 2017).
A 2 percent savings on income is significant for millions of American households. For example, fuel-efficient vehicles saved an average middle-income household as much as $17,0001 from 1980 to 2014, providing money that could be used
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If federal fuel efficiency standards are maintained, the average new car buyer will save about $6,000 in fuel
costs over the life of a new 2025 vehicle, even after paying for the cost of fuel-saving technology.

for other essentials, from food and clothing to education,
health care, and family savings (Greene and Welch 2017).
The current fuel efficiency standards, if maintained, are
forecast to once again provide net savings to all American
drivers, including low- and middle-income households. The
2017–2025 federal fuel efficiency and global warming pollution standards are on track to save the average new car buyer
about $6,000 over the life of a new 2025 vehicle, even after
paying for the cost of technology to improve fuel efficiency
(UCS 2016).2 Collectively, improved fuel efficiency is forecast
to save Americans a total of about $50 billion by 2030, money
they can spend locally instead of profiting multinational oil
companies (UCS 2016).

The Impact of Fuel Efficiency on Rural
Drivers
Rural Americans tend to travel farther to access jobs and
services than do city dwellers, making them typically more
dependent on personal vehicles. At the same time, lower
population densities in rural areas make it more challenging to deploy many transportation options that are relatively
common in cities, such as public transportation or bicycling
infrastructure. In a survey by the American Public Transportation Association, only 11 percent of rural respondents had
public transportation available to their homes, compared with
83 percent in central cities (APTA n.d.).
Relative to urban households, rural households tend to
own more vehicles and, as a result, spend more of their total
income on vehicle purchases, gasoline and motor oil, insurance, and vehicle maintenance (BLS 2016). Providing both
rural and urban low-income communities with better transit
options and with vehicles that cost less to fuel can help make
transportation more affordable and its costs more predictable,
protecting drivers from oil price swings.

Fuel Efficiency Standards Keep Vehicles
Affordable
Automakers claim that fuel efficiency standards make vehicles more expensive and less affordable, especially for
low-income consumers (AAM 2016). Indeed, increasing fuel
efficiency does come at a modest cost, but the rise in the average transaction price of a new vehicle can be attributed largely to automakers’ increased sales focus on luxury SUVs and
expensive pickup trucks, both of which usually yield higher
profit margins than do smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles
(Baum and Luria 2016).
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The Impact of Vehicle
Ownership Costs on
Low-Income Households
Transportation represents the second largest expense for
many Americans (BLS 2015). The average middle-income
household devotes almost 20 percent of its income to transportation (Schanzenbach et al. n.d.). Over one-quarter of that
goes to gasoline and motor oil (BTS 2016). For low-income
households, transportation consumes about 30 percent of
total income (Haas et al. 2006). These households typically
spend more on fuel than on vehicle purchases, so any
money saved on fuel has added impact on their budgets
(Greene and Welch 2017).
As sprawl has worsened and access to affordable
housing in cities or near transit hubs has decreased, affordable and efficient transportation options have become less
likely to serve low-income communities. As a result, many
low-income households have placed a greater reliance on
personal vehicles as their primary mode of transport.

The automakers’ focus on less-efficient vehicles has
helped widen the price gap between the cheapest and most
expensive vehicles on the market (Comings and Allison 2017).
Yet the top-selling affordable new vehicles in 2015 actually
cost almost the same as those marketed in 2005. For example,
the 2015 Chevrolet Cruze L Manual sold for $16,170; in 2005,
a new Honda Civic DX sold for $16,177 in 2015 dollars. In contrast, the most expensive vehicles of 2005 cost 40 percent
more in 2015 after adjusting for inflation.
In other words, the average transaction price of a new
vehicle has risen due in part to the rise in the price of luxury
vehicles. At the same time, the cost of the most affordable vehicles has remained effectively constant even though today’s
vehicles are more efficient and cheaper to drive.

The rise in the average
transaction price of a new
vehicle can be attributed
largely to automakers’
increased sales focus
on luxury SUVs and
expensive pickup trucks.

Consumers Want Fuel Efficiency
Given the burden that transportation places on many household budgets, as well as continuing fluctuations in gasoline
prices, it should come as no surprise that consumers support
strong fuel efficiency standards. The Consumer Federation
of America found that 75 percent or more of Americans support stronger fuel efficiency standards, and that support cuts
across all demographics and the political spectrum (CFA
2016). For example, in a December 2016 poll, two-thirds of
Donald Trump voters and four-fifths of Hillary Clinton voters
supported strong standards (CFA 2016).
Support for strong fuel efficiency standards and for fuelefficient vehicles is not a recent phenomenon. Historically,
fuel efficiency has ranked as one of the most important factors Americans consider when purchasing a vehicle, and they
continue to rank it highly today. The National Automobile
Dealers Association found that both car and truck buyers
considered fuel economy the most important factor when
purchasing a new vehicle (NADA 2014), and 84 percent of
consumers have said that fuel economy drives their decision, regardless of whether they are buying an SUV, a sedan,
or a minivan (Fuels Institute 2014). In 2017, nearly 9 out of
10 Americans said they wanted automakers to continue improving fuel efficiency (Consumers Union 2017).

A majority of Americans,
across all demographics
and the political spectrum,
support stronger fuel
efficiency standards.
Current Standards at Risk
In March 2017, at the request of auto manufacturers, President Trump began reevaluating the 2022–2025 federal fuel efficiency and global warming emissions standards for cars and
light trucks (EPA 2017). This reversed a decision made under
the Obama administration to affirm the current standards,
which were set to provide enormous benefits to American
consumers, especially the low- and middle-income earners
who most benefit from improved fuel efficiency (ICCT 2017).
As part of this review process, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Transportation will solicit
comments from the public, the auto industry, and other interested parties on whether the United States should maintain
its goal of nearly doubling the average fuel efficiency of new
cars and light trucks by 2025. This process will help shape
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The figure shows net savings from vehicle standards, expressed as a fraction of average household income, for households of different income
levels. Low- and middle-income households gain the most from strong vehicle standards. This is due to the higher share of household spending
low- and middle-income quintiles use for fuel and the impact of the increased availability of more efficient vehicles on both the new and used
vehicle market.
SOURCE: GREENE AND WELCH 2017, TABLES 7, 9, 15.
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The average new car or truck is going ever farther on a gallon of gas, thanks to federal fuel efficiency standards. This means big savings for rural and low-income
households, which spend a larger portion of their income on transportation-related expenses compared with urban dwellers and higher earners, respectively.

the future of the auto industry, setting a trajectory that will
extend beyond the current regulations and continue toward
further reductions in fuel use and emissions after 2025.
Too much is at stake to put a hold on federal standards
for fuel efficiency and global warming emissions. No other
existing federal policies can deliver greater oil savings, consumer benefits, and emissions reductions. Without measures
like these, the United States will spend nearly $2 billion every
day on dirtier, harder-to-reach oil—and that would hit the
pocketbooks of low- to middle-income Americans the hardest
(UCS 2016).
Keeping the standards strong will help insulate family
budgets from oil price spikes and ensure that American
families continue to see cost savings at the pump. And strong
standards will help the nation be a leader in the global race
to produce the clean and equitable transportation systems of
tomorrow.
Josh Goldman is a senior policy analyst in the UCS Clean
Vehicles Program.
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2015 dollars.
Vehicle fuel savings calculations are based on the following assumptions: base
fuel efficiency of 28.4 miles per gallon (mpg) on government tests (about
22.6 mpg on road), with lifetime mileage of about 205,000 miles; efficient
2025 vehicle with an average on-road fuel economy of 36.6 mpg; projected
fuel prices according to the Energy Information Administration; future fuel
costs and savings discounted at an annual rate of 4.5 percent, consistent with
the average annual rate of return of the Dow Jones Industrial Average from
1992 to 2012; and a 10 percent rebound effect for increased miles driven per
year under improved fuel efficiency.
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